BACKEND SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Company
Description
At StubHub, our mission is to bring
the joy of life to fans globally.
We’re the world's largest ticket
marketplace, and we make sure
that the events where you want to
be are never sold out. At StubHub,
we are: Owners We carry the ball.
We act as one team, in it together.
We live above the line as optimists
and with a solution mindset. We are
fully accountable for solving
problems, both our own pieces and
the whole. Fan First We are the
fans’ biggest fan. We are the fan
and the voice of our fans in
everything we do. Driven We push
past the finish line, aggressively
prioritize, and focus on what
matters most. We debate, decide,
commit, and deliver. Inventive We
play a new chord; we celebrate
progress over perfection and
learnings as much as success.
We’re agile because there is
always more than one way.
Courageous We take big swings.
We show up for challenges with
resilience and persistence. We take
risks, embrace failure as a path to
learning, and speak up when we
have a different opinion. Diverse
and Inclusive We harmonize. We
assume positive intent, trust, and
empower others; bring a global
mindset and seek out alternative
viewpoints.
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Main functions, requisites & benefits
Main functions
THE OPPORTUNITY Design and build high-quality software taking into account extensibility, throughput, and scalability among others.
Adopt the KISS principle. Cover your code with tests. Pair review. Every piece of code is reviewed by your peers before merging. Be
the owner of your code and responsible for pushing it to production. Follow Agile values and principles. We break product
development work into small increments, so we can add value sooner. Be data-driven. We use metrics to guide our development and
validate new functionalities. Work with CI / CD pipelines. We don’t like wasting time with manual, error-prone deployment work.
Requisites
PRIMARY JOB RESPONSIBILITIES Experience integrating di erent platforms. Java 8+ related technologies, including Spring and
Hibernate. Experience in other languages and frameworks like Python, Scala, Groovy, Grails, and Kotlin is desirable. Experience in
other technologies like Redis, Elastic Search, Kibana, RabbitMQ. Good knowledge about web application security risks (OWASP Top
10) and cryptography. Experience integrating di erent platforms. You are a "generalist" who understands the entire technology stack.
You are proactive. You create or control a situation rather than just responding to it after it has happened. You write clean and
maintainable code. You have experience building REST APIs for HA/scalable systems. Experience with performance tuning and
analysis tools. You have strong SQL knowledge. You feel comfortable working with Git (or any other distributed version control
system). You have strong verbal and written English communication skills. Excellent interpersonal skills. Willing to improve and learn
every single day. Prefer proven experience developing transactional, high-volume eCommerce hosted web applications. The
following knowledge is a plus: HTML5, Javascript (ES2015 and later), CSS3, and modern CSS modules such as grid layout, *React*,
*Vue*, custom properties, CSS variables. *PostCSS*, Sass or Less, adaptive /responsive design and cross-browser techniques, TDD
(Test Driven Development).
Benefits
WHAT WE OFFER Competitive salary. Permanent contract. Flexible working day. We build relationships based on trust. The yearly
budget for training and participation in events and conferences. A good work environment is very important for us, that’s why we
organize team building events with snacks, pizzas, and beer. Bene ts: Relocation package, Life insurance, private medical insurance
(you and your direct family), pension plan, meal tickets, public transport pass, nursery tickets, time o , and others. Are you interested
in joining an ambitious and close-knit team dedicated to solving meaningful customer problems? Your work will have a signi cant
impact on the business, and help spread the joy of concerts, theater, and sports around the world. We love creating opportunities for
others by connecting people from widely diverse backgrounds, perspectives, and geographies. So, being diverse and inclusive isn’t
just something we strive for, it is who we are, and part of what we do each and every single day. We want to ensure that as an
employee, you feel StubHub is a place where, no matter who you are, you feel safe, included, and that you have the opportunity to
bring your unique self to work.

